Year Group:
Year 4
Knowing

Term:
Spring (2) 2018
Understanding/Comprehension

Applying

Basic

English

Reading

Shared class read: The
Orchard Book of Greek
Myths

Analysing

Teachers:
Mrs Peterson and Miss Carter
Creating/Synthesis

Advancing

Teaching style: Modelling and Explaining
List, Describe, Locate, Write, Find, State, Name, Follow,
Complete, Recall, Ask, Use, Match, Report, Measure, List,
Illustrate, Label, Recognise, Tell, Repeat, Arrange, Define,
Memorise.
Date: WB 19TH Feb 2018
Week 7
Fiction Unit: Narrative
Focus: Wishing Plot
Imitation:
Internalise the text, use a
range of drama activities,
read as a reader, read as a
writer. Use Olympig by
Victoria James as the
modelled text.

Classes:
Enid Blyton and Anne Fine

Deep

Reminding and guiding
Apply, Solve, Explain, Classify, Infer, Categorise, Identify,
Organise, Modify, Predict, Interpret, Summarise, Observe,
Estimate, Compare.

Date: WB 26TH Feb 2018
Week 8

Date: WB 5th March 2018
Week 9

Innovation
Choose class animal to
innovate – e.g. sloth in a
sprint race or snake in high
jump etc. An animal that is
perceived to not be good at
anything, will fail many
times but the perseverance
pays off.
Shared class read: The
Orchard Book of Greek
Myths

Invention
Choose own animal to invent

Shared class read: The Orchard
Book of Greek Myths

Evaluating

Coaching and mentoring
Select, Choose, Decide, Justify, Debate, Argue, Recommend,
Assess, Discuss, Prioritise, Determine, Create, Invent,
Compose, Plan, Construct, Design, Imagine, Propose, Devise,
Formulate.

Date: WB 12th March 2018
Date: WB 19th March 2018
Week 10
Week 11
Non-Fiction Unit: Discussion text
Non-Fiction focus: Non-biased, conjunctions and cohesion
Imitation:
Innovation
Non-biased, conjunctions and
Which Olympics is better:
cohesion
Summer or Winter Olympics?
Imitation: Internalise the text,
use a range of drama activities,
read as a reader, read as a
writer. Which Olympics is
better: Ancient or Modern
Olympics?
Shared class read: Groovy
Shared class read: Groovy Greeks
Greeks

Date: WB 26th March 2018
Week 12

Bug Club: The Secret in the
Attic

Bug Club: The Secret in the Attic

Concrete Guided Reading

Decimals
-Writing decimals
-Comparing and ordering
decimals
-Making number patterns

Decimals

-Rounding decimals
-Writing fractions as decimals
-Dividing whole numbers by
10
-Dividing whole numbers by
100

Money
-Writing amounts of money
-Comparing amounts of
money
-Rounding amounts of money
-Solving problems involving
money
-Estimating amounts of
money

Money – creating a budget for
shopping list
Lesson: Buildings
LO: A study of Greek life and

Cooking – measuring and
weights
Lesson: Olympics (Fabulous
finish) Parent involvement

Invention
Which sport is better?
Children choose two sports
from the Olympics to
compare.

Shared class read: Groovy
Greeks

Bug Club: Nanuck’s Tale

Maths- Maths No Problem

Bug Club: Pigeons Rule the
Roost!
Time
-Telling the time on a 24hour clock
-Changing time in minutes to
seconds
-Changing time in hours to
minutes
-Solving problems on
duration of time
-Changing years to months
and weeks and days
-Solving word problems

Maths- Cross Curricular
History
Ancient Greece

Bug Club: Nanuck’s Tale
Revision 2
-Consolidation of previous
learning objectives

Decimals
-Writing tenths
-Writing hundredths

Geography - distance
Lesson: Ancient Greece
Themed day linked to home

Lesson: Time line
LO: A study of Greek life and

Lesson: Empire
LO: A study of Greek life and

Lesson: Trade
LO: A study of Greek life and

A study of Greek life and
achievements and their
influence on the western
world

life - Brilliant beginning
LO: A study of Greek life and
achievements and their
influence on the western
world.
Activity: Ancient Greece
Themed day – children to
come dressed up.
Describe through writing
their experiences.
Compare life in Ancient
Greece times to nowadays
and explain and summarise
the similarities and
differences.
Imagine living like this full
time. Argue – is it a better
way of living?

Geography
Location of Greece within
Europe
Locate the world’s countries,
using maps to focus on
Europe (including the
location of Russia)
concentrating on their
environmental regions, key
physical and human
characteristics, countries,
and major cities.

Science

DT
Cooking. Create bread/ pitta
bread and have a Greek
feast
select from and use a wider
range of materials and
components, including
construction materials,
textiles and ingredients,
according to their functional

Lesson: Locating Greece on
the world map.
LO: Locate the world’s
countries, using maps to
focus on Europe.
Activity: Locate Greece on a
map of Europe. Compare its
location to that of the UK.
What does this tell us about
its climate?

Lesson:
LO:
Activity:
Lesson: A taste of Greece
LO: Investigate and analyse a
range of existing products.
Activity: Name and describe
authentic Greek foods
through tasting. Identify and
choose which Greek foods
are considered healthy, by
looking at their ingredient

achievements and their
influence on the western
world.
Activity: List the key events
of the Ancient Greece time
period. Organise the key
events in chronological
order. Label events on a
partially labelled timeline.
Construct individual
timelines.

Lesson: Looking at key
physical elements and
environmental regions.
LO: Locate the world’s
countries, using maps to
focus on Europe.
concentrating on their
environmental regions and
key physical characteristics.
Activity: Describe weather
and climate. Observe the
key physical elements of the
landscape of Greece.
Determine why
environmental
regions/physical elements
benefit Greece.
Lesson:
LO:
Activity:
Lesson: Greek food sources
LO: Understand seasonality
and know where and how a
variety of ingredients are
grown, reared, caught and
processed.
Activity:
Match definitions to their
key terms.

achievements and their influence
on the western world.
Activity: Locate on maps – past
and present. Compare the ways
their empire was ruled over, and
summarise similarities and
differences between living then
to nowadays. Select a number of
key events and assess the impact
they had on life today.

Lesson: Surrounding countries
LO: Locate the world’s countries,
using maps to focus on Europe.

achievements and their
influence on the western
world.
Activity: Recall and illustrate
understanding of the trade
links during the Ancient Greek
time period. Match trade
method to its outcome.
Identify and summarise the
impact of these trade links.
Debate – how have these trade
links influenced life today?

achievements and their influence
on the western world.
Activity: Recognise and describe
key architecture.
Explain and classify their
importance and significance.
Create a design and construct
model resembling key
architecture.

Lesson: Major cities
LO: Locate the world’s
countries and major cities,
using maps to focus on Europe.

Lesson: Human characteristics
LO: Locate the world’s countries,
using maps to focus on Europe
and human characteristics.

Activity: Locate various
countries on a map of Europe
and match their capital city.
Interpret data to establish the
size of capital cities, and which
are most populated. Construct
a simple card game to help you
learn the capital city to each
country.

Activity: Recognise key
landmarks from Greece and
around the world. Observe and
explain their impact.

Lesson:
LO:
Activity:
Lesson: Greek food on the move
LO: Understand how key events
and individuals in design and
technology have helped shape
the world

Lesson:
LO:
Activity:
Lesson: Balance the Greek
Plate
LO: Understand and apply the
principles of a healthy and
varied diet

Lesson:
LO:
Activity:
Lesson: Planning a Greek menu /
meal
LO: Select from and use a
ingredients to create a Greek
Menu / Meal

Activity:
Locate and label on maps where
in the world food originates from.
Recognise and measure the

Activity:
Follow the principles of a
healthy food plate to plan and
construct their own example.

Activity:
Plan a Greek menu.
Create a shopping list and
complete shopping.

Activity: Locate various countries
on a map of Europe. Categorise
their location. Which countries
are bordered by many other
countries? Which countries have
a coast? Formulate ways of
remembering a county’s location
– e.g.) Italy looking like a boot.

LO: A study of Greek life and
achievements and their
influence on the western
world.
Activity: Follow the
instructions for an event.
Complete an event to the
best of their ability. Recall key
facts about the Ancient Greek
Olympics. Make comparisons
to the Olympics we
experience nowadays.
Organise and encourage
teams. Compare previous
performances, e.g.) can you
beat your personal best?
Invent and recommend a new
event. Assess own
performance.
Lesson: Create IMovie sharing
my knowledge / documentary
(cross curricula link ICT)
LO: Locate the world’s
countries, using maps to
focus on Europe (including
the location of Russia)
concentrating on their
environmental regions, key
physical and human
characteristics, countries, and
major cities.
Activity: To create and
summarise what they have
learned by making an IMovie
to share what they have
learned in both History and
Geography.
Lesson:
LO:
Activity:
Lesson: Cooking and
evaluating.
LO: Prepare and cook a
variety of predominantly
savoury dishes using a range
of cooking techniques.
Evaluate their ideas and
products against their own
design criteria and consider
the views of others to

properties and aesthetic
qualities

Art
Lotte Reiniger/ Etienne de
Silhouette- Painting
Animations using silhouette
art
Greek art- pottery (DT link)

Computing
Green Screening
E-Safety: The Power of
words

list. Debate and assess if
Greek food ensures a
balanced diet.

Illustrate understanding of
the seasons and the effect
the weather/climate has on
food growth in this country.
Categorise foods to their
seasons and summarise how
we know this.
Determine a list of a number
of ingredients that could be
used during spring, which
are appropriate for our
Greek dish.

distances food types travel.
Explain their methods of travel.
Identify when this started and
why?
Compare climates around the
world now and the effect this has
on food growth.

Apply what they have learned
about Greek food to inspire
their plate.

State a budget, compare prices,
select specific ingredients and
measure spending throughout.
ICT/maths Links – online
shopping

Lesson: Famous Artists.
LO: To learn about great
artists, architects and
designers in history.

Lesson: Silhouette Greek
LO: To create sketch books
to record their observations
and use them to review and
revisit ideas.

Lesson: Silhouette Artist
LO: to improve their mastery of
art and design techniques,
including drawing, painting and
sculpture with a range of
materials [for example, pencil,
charcoal, paint, clay].
To learn about great artists,
architects and designers in
history.

Lesson: Clay with purpose
LO: To improve their mastery
of art and design techniques,
including drawing, painting and
sculpture with a range of
materials [for example, pencil,
charcoal, paint, clay].

Lesson: Silhouette plate painting
LO: To improve their mastery of
art and design techniques,
including drawing, painting and
sculpture with a range of
materials [for example, pencil,
charcoal, paint, clay].

Activity: Learn about the
artist and the style –
examples
Describe and compare
various pieces of artwork.
Justify thoughts including
likes and dislikes. Debate
different examples of this
style / artist work.
Lesson: E-safety
E-Safety: The Power of
words.
LO: Use technology safely,
respectfully and responsibly;
recognise acceptable/
unacceptable behaviour;
identify a range of ways to
report concerns about
content and contact.
Activity:
Recognise the dangers
online and list ways we can
protect ourselves from harm
or risk.

Activity: Illustrate and label
initial ideas. Design and
plan, their own design in
their sketch books. Explain
and justify their choices in
pairs/small group
discussions.
Lesson: Myths away
LO: Select, use and combine
a variety of software
(including internet services)
on a range of digital devices
to design and create a range
of programs, systems and
content that accomplish
given goals, including
collecting, analysing,
evaluating and presenting
data and information
Activity:
Use Green Screening to
retell Greek Myths and
legends explored through
whole class reading.

Activity: Modify design to
improve its quality. Create and
design their own final image.
Lesson: Actors around
LO: Select, use and combine a
variety of software (including
internet services) on a range of
digital devices to design and
create a range of programs,
systems and content that
accomplish given goals, including
collecting, analysing, evaluating
and presenting data and
information
Activity:
Use Green Screening to retell
Greek Myths and legends
explored through whole class
reading. To interpret different
characters and organise events in
the stories, to create a retelling
through acting.

Activity: Follow design to
inform making of plate,
modifying changes where
appropriate. Create and
construct their Greek plate.
Lesson: Director we are
LO: Select, use and combine a
variety of software (including
internet services) on a range of
digital devices to design and
create a range of programs,
systems and content that
accomplish given goals,
including collecting, analysing,
evaluating and presenting data
and information
Activity:
Use Green Screening to retell
Greek Myths and legends
explored through whole class
reading. To interpret different
characters and organise events
in the stories, to create a
retelling through acting. To
determine the current effect,

Activity: Follow design to inform
painting of plate, modifying
changes where appropriate.
Create and construct their Greek
plate.
Lesson: Appy Hour
LO: Use technology safely,
respectfully and responsibly;
recognise acceptable/
unacceptable
Activity:
Exploring / evaluating allocated
APPS - Repeat established actions
to complete challenges. Identify
new strategies and apply to
witness their success. Predict and
summarise what might happen if
you actioned a different step.
Observe outcomes. Decide and
select next steps. Determine an
actual outcome. Imagine, devise
and propose changes that could
be made.

improve their work
Activity: When cooking measure amounts of
ingredients, repeat key
cooking techniques to
prepare ingredients, organise
timings for cooking and apply
plan of action to create
product.
When evaluating – list what
went well and what didn’t,
predict impact certain
changes could have on the
final product, suggest
possible modifications, assess
success of product and adapt
plan for next time.
Lesson: Evaluation.
LO: To improve their mastery
of art and design techniques.
Activity: Evaluate their ideas
and products against their
own design criteria, observing
and considering the views of
others, and how their work
could be improved. Propose
changes that could be made.

Lesson: Appy Hour
LO: Use logical reasoning to
explain how some simple
algorithms work and to
detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs
Activity:
Exploring / evaluating
allocated APPS - Repeat
established actions to
complete challenges. Identify
new strategies and apply to
witness their success. Predict
and summarise what might
happen if you actioned a
different step. Observe
outcomes. Decide and select
next steps. Determine an
actual outcome. Imagine,
devise and propose changes

PE
Gymnastics

Lesson: Developing
flexibility, strength,
technique, control and
balance in gymnastics.
LO: Plan, perform and repeat
sequences. Travel in a
variety of ways.
Activity: Illustrate an
understanding of a sequence
of movement. Modify
sequence, travelling in a
variety of different ways.
Design a sequence of
movement which best show
flexibility, strength,
technique, control and
balance.

PSHE

RE
What’s right and what’s
wrong?

Lesson: Health and
wellbeing.
LO: Rights and
responsibilities - Discuss and
debate health and wellbeing
issues. Appreciating
difference and diversity in
the UK and around the
world.

Lesson: Developing
flexibility, strength,
technique, control and
balance in gymnastics.
LO: Plan, perform and
repeat sequences. Show
change of directions, speed
and level during a
performance.
Activity: Match a movement
to the following: a change of
direction, a change of speed
and use of a variety of levels.
Organise sequence to
include change of direction,
various speeds and various
levels. Assess quality of
sequence – does it show
flexibility, strength,
technique, control and
balance?
Lesson: Difference and
diversity.
LO: Rights and
responsibilities - Discuss and
debate health and wellbeing
issues. Appreciating
difference and diversity in
the UK and around the
world.

Activity: What can affect our
health and wellbeing?
List all of the factors that can
affect our health and
wellbeing and recognise that
these factors appear in
different areas of our lives.
Identify and summarise their
impact on our lives. Decide
on ways that can reduce the
impact of these factors and
plan how these can be put
into place.
Lesson: Moral Values
LO: To learn what is meant
by ‘moral values’.

Activity: Recall the
definition of diverse. Classify
what makes us diverse and
different as a class. As a
school? Explain what makes
us diverse and different as a
country. Compare to other
countries around the world.
Discuss and celebrate
difference and diversity.

Activity: Recall key aspects
of the stories read. Interpret

Activity: Recall key aspects
of the stories read. Interpret

Lesson: Moral Values
LO: To learn what is meant
by ‘moral values’.

Lesson: Developing flexibility,
strength, technique, control and
balance in gymnastics.
LO: Plan, perform and repeat
sequences. Show a kinaesthetic
sense in order to improve
placement.
Activity: Recall the following: a
change of direction, a change of
speed and use of a variety of
levels. Organise sequence to
include change of direction,
various speeds and various levels.
Invent and extend sequence.
Assess quality of sequence – does
it show flexibility, strength,
technique, control and balance?

Lesson: Sustainability.
LO: Environment - Sustainability
of the environment around the
world.
Activity: Define pollution. List the
causes of pollution. Identify the
effects of pollution in relation to
the cause. Investigate and
observe the measures currently
in place to reduce pollution.
Invent and propose methods that
could be put in place at our
school/in our local area.

Lesson: Rules for living
LO: To identify some key religious
rules for living and evaluate their
impact on the lives of believers.
Activity: List and define the ten

and devise improvements to
be applied to the final piece.
Lesson: Developing flexibility,
strength, technique, control
and balance in gymnastics.
LO: Plan, perform and repeat
sequences. Refine movement.

that could be made.
Lesson: Developing flexibility,
strength, technique, control and
balance in gymnastics.
LO: Plan, perform and repeat
sequences. Move I a clear, fluent
and expression manner.

Lesson: Developing flexibility,
strength, technique, control
and balance in gymnastics.
LO: Plan, perform and repeat
sequences. Swing and hang
from equipment.

Activity: Recall the following: a
change of direction, a change of
speed and use of a variety of
levels. Organise sequence to
include change of direction,
various speeds and various
levels. Invent and extend
sequence. Assess quality of
sequence – does it show
flexibility, strength, technique,
control and balance? Apply
performance skills, ensuring clear
and expressive movements.

Activity: Recall the following:
a change of direction, a
change of speed and use of a
variety of levels. Organise
sequence to include change
of direction, various speeds
and various levels. Invent and
extend sequence. Assess
quality of sequence – does it
show flexibility, strength,
technique, control and
balance? Modify routine to
include equipment.

Lesson: Sustainability.
LO: Environment Sustainability of the
environment around the
world.

Lesson: Money.
LO: Money - Role of money;
managing money (saving and
budgeting); what is meant by
interest and loan.

Lesson: Money.
LO: Money - Role of money;
managing money (saving and
budgeting); what is meant by
interest and loan.

Activity: Define recycling and
illustrate their understanding
of the process of recycling.
Summarise why recycling is
important. Assess the effects
of not recycling on our
environment. Recommend
how can we help the problem.

Activity: Arrange for a
representative from the Bank to
come in and discuss savings,
earning interest, debit/credit
cards and loans. Name key ideas
discussed and classify meaning.
Discuss understand with
partners. Apply understanding to
a match up task to assess
learning.

Activity: Money challenge.
List the things you would
need to buy. Identify prices
and estimate costings.
Prioritise choices. Justify
spending. How much can you
save?

Lesson: Rules for living
LO: To identify some key
religious rules for living and
evaluate their impact on the
lives of believers.

Lesson: The Golden Rule
LO: Reflect on ideas of right and
wrong and their own and others’
responses to them.

Lesson: Right and wrong responses
LO: Reflect on ideas of right
and wrong and their own and
others’ responses to them.

Activity: Recall the following: a
change of direction, a change
of speed and use of a variety of
levels. Organise sequence to
include change of direction,
various speeds and various
levels. Invent and extend
sequence. Assess quality of
sequence – does it show
flexibility, strength, technique,
control and balance?

Activity: What would it be like to

Music
Unit: Lean On Me
Style: Gospel
Topic and cross curricular
links: Gospel in its historical
context ie from Beethoven
to slavery, Elvis to the Urban
Gospel of Beyonce and
different choirs like the
London Community Gospel
Choir. Analysing
performance.
Languages
Rigolo 1 Unit 11: On mange!
Children will be taught
vocabulary for food.

the stories read/heard and
apply their messages to
personal
experiences/everyday life.

the stories read/heard and
apply their messages to
personal
experiences/everyday life.

commandments. Categorise their
importance. Debate with others,
personal order of importance.

Activity: Various other faiths
Recognise and compare the
key religious rules for living
from a variety of faiths.
Discuss, determine and explain
the impact on the lives of
believers.

live without a moral code? Define
what is meant by ‘The Golden
Rule’. Infer how this rule could be
translated in a variety of
contexts. Justify reasoning clearly
and confidently.

Lesson:
LO: Listen with attention to
detail and recall sounds with
increasing aural memory.

Lesson:
LO: Develop an
understanding of the history
of music.

Lesson:
LO: Use and understand staff
and other musical notations.

Lesson:
LO: Improvise and compose
music for a range of purposes
using the inter-related
dimensions of music.

Activity:
Listen to the song and
observe the style. Use
previous knowledge of
instruments to start to learn
the song.

Activity:
Describe what can be heard
in the song. Explain how the
different instruments
contribute to the song.
Discuss how music has
changed.

Lesson:
LO: Appreciate and understand a
wide range of high-quality live
and recorded music drawn from
different traditions and from
great composers and musicians.

Lesson:
LO: Develop accurate
pronunciation and
intonation so that others
understand when they are
reading aloud or using
familiar words and phrases.

Lesson:
LO: Explore the pattern and
sounds of language through
songs and rhymes and link
the spelling, sound and
meaning of words.

Outdoor Learning

Lesson:
LO: Read carefully and show
understanding of words,
phrases and simple writing.

Activity:
Discuss the learning and
apply knowledge to help
with the lesson.

Activity:
Listen carefully to the sentences
given. Demonstrate their
understanding by creating and
repeating sentences to share with
the class.

Activity:
Recognise the learnt
vocabulary in writing. Create
new sentences using the
words.

Lesson: Individual Liberty Free to be me
LO: I can explore ways I am
free to be me

Lesson: Individual Liberty Free to be me
LO: I can explore ways I am
free to be me

Lesson: Individual Liberty - Free
to be me
LO: I can explore ways I am free
to be me

Lesson:
LO:
Activity:

Activity: Describe and
illustrate things that people
would not know just by
looking at us. Identify and
summarise things that make
us who we are. Plan and
construct mini book.
Lesson:
LO:
Activity:

Activity: Describe and
illustrate things that people
would not know just by
looking at us. Identify and
summarise things that make
us who we are. Plan and
construct mini book.
Lesson:
LO:
Activity:

Activity: Describe and illustrate
things that people would not
know just by looking at us.
Identify and summarise things
that make us who we are. Plan
and construct mini book.

Activity:
Listen to the activity and
recognise the appropriate
pronunciation.
British Values

Activity:
Use a range of instruments to
play along with the song and
decide ways to alter the original.
Compare how music sounds
different in different traditions.
Lesson:
LO: Speak in sentences, using
familiar vocabulary, phrases and
basic language structure.

Activity:
Use a range of instruments to
play along with the song and
decide ways to alter the
original. Compose a piece of
music, linked to the original.

Lesson:
LO:
Activity:

Activity:
Use a range of instruments to
play along with the song and
decide ways to alter the original.
Compose a piece of music, linked
to the original.
Lesson:
LO: Listen attentively to spoken
language and show
understanding by joining in and
responding.
Activity:
Set up a French shop/café (links
with money in maths). Label
items in French. Observe
interactions between traders and
choose what they want to
exchange.
Lesson: Rule of Law Lesson 1:
Games without rules
LO: I can follow and value rules

Activity: What would the
world be like if there were no
rules? Tell/share initial ideas
with partners. Predict
outcomes for particular
circumstances. Decide and
explain preference regarding
living by rules or no rules.
Lesson:
LO: Play and perform in solo
and ensemble contexts, using
their voices and playing
musical instruments with
increasing accuracy, fluency,
control and expression.
Activity:
Use a range of instruments to
play along with the song.
Compose a piece of music,
linked to the original.
Lesson:
LO: Engage in conversations;
ask and answer questions;
express opinions and respond
to those of others; seek
clarification and help.
Activity:
Have a variety of sentences
and responses on the board.
Arrange which ones match
up. Compose own sentences
and responses.
Lesson:
LO:
Activity:

Activity: Name the rules of the
game and follow them carefully.
Observe the application of rules
and decide whether they are
being followed appropriately.
Recommend improvements to
teammates.
Lesson: Greek Mud Pottery
and artefacts (DT)
LO: To generate, develop,

model and communicate
their ideas through
discussion. To select from

Lesson:
LO:
Activity:

Lesson:
LO:
Activity:

and use a wider range of
materials and components,
according to their
functional properties and
aesthetic qualities.
Activity: Recall knowledge of

Greek pottery and artefacts
and describe their key
features.
Modify designs and apply
techniques. Justify choices
and propose improvements
to be made.

